Biaxial mesophase behavior of amphiphilic anisometric colloids: a simulation study.
The phase behavior of amphiphilic anisometric particles is explored using Monte Carlo simulations. The particles are composed of two incompatible laterally attached units: a spherocylinder and a spheroplatelet. A liquid crystalline phase polymorphism is obtained including biaxial nematic, (quasi long range biaxial) calamitic smectic-A, biaxial lamellar and columnar phases. The simulation results demonstrate intriguing phase transitions such as nematic-nematic, discotic nematic to (quasi long range biaxial) calamitic smectic-A, biaxial nematic to uniaxial calamitic smectic-A, and isotropic or discotic nematic to biaxial lamellar phases that possess nematic ordering within the layers. These findings are rationalized in terms of molecular geometry and amphiphilicity of different molecular units. The molecular model can be used as a tool for the prediction of the complex phase behavior that is relevant to liquid crystalline colloids.